The Government of Ontario has considered as essential and does not alter the scope of care
that WE DENTISTS are permitted to provide. Our office will continue to provide Oral health
care. We will continue to implement our strict screening policies and infection control
procedures. Your safety is still our top priority.
It is very critical that you follow the directions set out below:
1. When booking your appointments or if our office contact you to book appointments,
they will be doing a COVID-19 screening questionnaires.
2. You will receive a text message and is required to answer the questionnaires and send
to us prior to your appointment (this will save time in doing the questionnaire screening
at our door) or alternatively
You will be required to fill up a form (emailed to you) and needs to be brought on the
day of your appointment if texting you on your cell phone is not an option.
For those that do not have access to email, our office will mail you the screening forms
to be filled out and sign prior to your appointment and are required to bring the day of
your appointment.
3. Please do not come in to the office if you have:
a. COVID-19 virus or any other acute respiratory illness OR had close contact with
either confirmed or probable case of COVID-19.
b. One of the following symptoms:
- Fever
- New onset of cough and /or worsening cough
- Shortness of breath and/or difficulty breathing
4. Please WEAR A MASK.
5. Wait in your car and call our office (519) 824-4770 to let us know that you have arrived.
6. One of us will open our office door for you and we will give you directions with our new
protocol – hand hygiene, hand you a mask if you are wearing one, take your
temperature, let you wear our shoe cover and ask to respect physical distancing with
our staff if possible. Hand over the completed questionnaire that was emailed to you
when the appointment was confirmed.
7. We discouraged the use of our patient waiting room if at all possible.
8. We encouraged to come on your own to your scheduled appointment (to possibly avoid
waiting in your car longer than usual)
9. One of us will try to direct you to one of our treatment room as soon as you arrive. You
will be asked to wear your mask before and after the procedure.
10. Once you are in our treatment room, you will be asked to do a pre-rinse of 1% Hydrogen
Peroxide for 60 sec.

11. After the dental procedure is done, you will be guided to the front desk for payment and
our front desk staff will appropriately direct you with the process. Choose a touchless
payment method if possible. We will email you the receipt or any paper work you may
need.
12. One of our staff will help you leave the office by opening the door for you.

Our reception area will look different, no magazines, no kid’s area (toys, coloring books, etc)
and no coffee. We will also discouraged use of our washroom facility if possible. This are
measures that are important to make sure we can keep everyone safe and protected.
Again, we truly appreciate all of your kind consideration and understanding as we are still in
this pandemic. This too shall pass! Until then, let’s continue to partner in working together!
Please feel free to call us if there is any concerns or questions with this new guidelines that we
all need to follow.

